Tuesday, October 1, 2019

Butterfly Fun Run Festival Is THIS SUNDAY!

This Sunday's weather forecast is looking, well......PERFECT for a morning at the Lafayette Reservoir! Mid-80s and Sunny!

MUSIC, GAMES, FOOD, FUN!
Run/Walk the Race @ 9am or just join us for the Festival @10am! REGISTER HERE if you haven't already! If you have, we can't wait to see you on Sunday, but please continue to read this email as there are important reminders and information.

VOLUNTEER & GET INVOLVED
With less than one week to go, we are still in need of volunteers! There are plenty of spots still open, so please SIGN UP HERE to help make this event a success! Each class is assigned a booth, but if there's something you see that you
would love to help with but are not in that class, feel free to sign up!

**DON'T FORGET THE T-SHIRTS!**
The kids will know to put on their class t-shirts because they worked SO hard decorating them, but just in case they don’t - please remember! They are color coded by class to bring on a bit of class spirit, but it's also great because we're 90% sure they'll get some paint, dirt, and ketchup on themselves throughout the morning. *Side note: wear play pants and shoes too!*

**RACE CATEGORIES**
Did you know that there are river otters in the reservoir? Here's your chance to see if you can spot one! Race Winners this year will win 1 hour of pedal boating fun at the Lafayette Reservoir. (Can be used at a later date). There are SEVEN categories: Fastest Mom, Fastest Dad, Fastest Stroller, Fastest Teacher, Most Pregnant Finisher, Youngest Finisher, Fastest Dog. (Yes, dogs are welcome! But please keep them on a leash!) Bring on the friendly competition!

**WE CAN'T WAIT TO SEE YOU THERE!!!!**
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